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Before going further please make sure you are familiar 

with AI Builder by following this course.

https://docs.microsoft.com/learn/modules/get-started-with-ai-builder/
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Overview

This document provides explanations and recommendations on how to 

administrate AI Builder in your organization. This includes defining permissions 

and roles, model and environment lifecycle, as well as managing capacity.

As part of Microsoft Power Platform, AI Builder leverages Dataverse for its security, 

application lifecycle, and storage capabilities for training and configuration data. 

High level architecture

See https://docs.microsoft.com/power-platform/admin/admin-documentation 
and https://aka.ms/powerappsadminwhitepaper. 

Power Apps Power Automate Skype Dynamics

Microsoft Dataverse (includes AI Builder APIs)

Data retrieval & 
preparation

AI Builder compute

Request & job 
dispatching 

Usage reporting, 
thottlingProvisioning 

AI Builder internal services

Admin services

AI Template AI Model Configuration
Licensing, backup, restore, move, 

copy, import, export

Azure Machine 
Learning

Azure Cognitive 
Services

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/admin-documentation
https://aka.ms/powerappsadminwhitepaper
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Behind the scenes, AI Builder generates an Azure model for most of the scenarios.

Note:
The data required to train the Azure model remains in the environment’s geography and 

is deleted soon after the model has been created so it is only stored at rest on Dataverse.

Documents

Azure Form 
Recognizer

Azure Custom 
Vision

Azure Computer 
Vision

Azure Text 
Analytics

AI Builder 
Service

AI Builder 
Service

Vision Prediction Language

From processing 
Invoice processing 
Receipt processing 

Identity  
document reader 

Business card reader 
Text recognition

Object 
detection

Prediction Category 
classification 

Entity extraction 
Key phrase 
extraction 

Language detection 
Sentiment analysis 

Translation

Generate a model in
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Data model
Category or scenario for AI models. Examples of templates include Form 

Processing, Sentiment Analysis, Entity Extraction, Text Classification, 

Prediction.

Model is a specific, versioned, AI model. Models may be pre-trained and 

shipped by Microsoft, or custom-built & tailored based on customer data 

in Dynamics. The ‘Predict’ operation is available on the model.

A single training iteration and data binding configuration. Holds the 

actual AI Model binary data. Security and lifecycle are inherited from 

parent ‘Model’. New draft versions may be created while existing 

published version is live.

1
N

1

N

AI Template

AI Model

AI Configuration
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Personas

Permissions and roles

Here are personas using AI Builder:

1. The maker

2. The business user

• Building a model, in this case we name it “Model owner”.

• Building a Power Apps application using the model.

• Building a Power Automate flow using the model.

• Using the application that is calling the model.

• Using the result of a prediction.

Prediction results
Results can be returned in two different manners:

Real time prediction: 

Processing a document, text, a dataset, or an image and returning the result 

when invoked from Microsoft Power Apps or Microsoft Power Automate (e.g., 

Form Processing, Object Detection, Sentiment Analysis, real time Prediction). 

In this case, input and output data of a model are not persisted in Dataverse.

1.
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Batch prediction: 

Processing rows of a table and generating new predicted data in this 

table (e.g., batch Prediction and batch Category Classification).

2.

In the first case, retrieving the result requires having 
access to the model. In the second case, it only requires 
viewing the table rows that must be predicted, so access 
to the model is not necessary.

Models
Data to predict Predicted results

Models

Col1     Col2         ..        Predicted data
Row to predict

Predicted value
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Involved entities and permissions

By default, a model is only accessible by the owner of the model, so it must be 

shared to be used by other users. This can be performed by

Here are the AI Builder system tables, installed by default on 
every new environment, which are used to store the model 
configuration and training data. For each one, you can see 
the permission applied by AI Builder including when a user 
shares a model.

• Clicking on AI Builder > Models on the left menu.

• Finding the model’s name and selecting it to access its details page.

• Selecting Share, in the top left corner of the screen. 
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Notes:

- The training files stored in the “AI Builder File” table are only accessible by the person who has 

created the model, at the exception of the administrator who can view and delete any model, 

related data, and configuration.

- AI Builder doesn’t support shared ownership of a model. It is possible to change the owner 

following this procedure: https://docs.microsoft.com/ai-builder/share-model#the-owner-of-a-

model-has-left-the-company-how-can-we-allow-non-admin-users-to-edit-this-model

Dataverse table

AI Builder Dataset (FP, OD, EE)

AI Builder Dataset File (FP, OD)

AI Builder Dataset Record (EE)

AI Builder Dataset Container (FP, OD, EE)

AI Builder File (FP, OD)

AI Builder File Attached Data (FP, OD)

AI Configuration

AI Model

AI Template

Contains

Model’s training configuration

Model’s training configuration

Model’s training data

Model’s training configuration

Model’s training files

Model’s training configuration

Model’s versions

Model

Model type stereotype

Create

Dataverse privilege

Use

User defined table to be predicted (batch P & CC only)

Users have access to the rows they have created 

Users must be granted access to the subset of rows 
required for the business

Users have access to all the rows of the table

FP: Form Processing

OD: Object Detection

EE: Entity Extraction

P: Prediction

CC: Category Classification

(when shared)

(when shared)

https://docs.microsoft.com/ai-builder/share-model#the-owner-of-a-model-has-left-the-company-how-can-we-allow-non-admin-users-to-edit-this-model 
https://docs.microsoft.com/ai-builder/share-model#the-owner-of-a-model-has-left-the-company-how-can-we-allow-non-admin-users-to-edit-this-model 
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Roles
Above permissions have been mapped to the Dataverse standard roles. Assigning these roles to a 

user will provide the necessary privileges to use AI Builder features like described in this table:

Note:
Customers are free to update these default roles or create new roles to fine tune the permissions.

Additional information can be found here:
https://docs.microsoft.com/ai-builder/security/

https://docs.microsoft.com/ai-builder/administer/

https://docs.microsoft.com/learn/modules/manage-models/

View AI Builder build page

Create a model

View and use a 
created model

Create a flow 
to call a model

Create an app 
to call a model

System Administrator 
System Customizer

Environment 
Maker

Dataverse 
User

<None>

Owned or 
shared model

Owned or 
shared model

Owned or shared 
flow using an owned 

or shared model

Owned or shared 
flow using an owned 

or shared model

Owned or shared 
app using an owned 

or shared model

Owned or shared 
app using an owned 

or shared model

Run an app 
using a model

Run a flow 
using a model

https://docs.microsoft.com/ai-builder/security/
https://docs.microsoft.com/ai-builder/administer/
https://docs.microsoft.com/learn/modules/manage-models/
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Data loss prevention (DLP)
You can control the DLP policies within Power Platform admin center, Data 

policies menu item.

Connectors can be listed in 3 categories: Business, Non-Business, and Blocked.

Learn more on Data loss prevention.

• AI Builder is part of the Microsoft Dataverse connector.

• Business and Non-Business connectors can’t share data within the same 

consumption experience in the Power Platform. 

• For example, if you add the Dataverse connector in Business category, 

and Microsoft Outlook in the Non-Business category, you won’t be able 

to create a Power Automate flow that gets the output of an AI Builder 

model and send it to a recipient in Outlook.

• Blocked connectors can’t be used in Power Platform consumption 

experiences.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/wp-data-loss-prevention
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Model and 
environment lifecycle

A model can go through different states depending on the makers’ actions. The 

model states are stored through configurations within the AI Configuration table.

Here are the possible states: draft, training (transient), trained, publishing (transient), 

published, unpublishing (transient), training error, importing (transient), import error.

Lifecycle states of a model

This section only applies to AI Builder custom models.

Import a 
model

Use  
the modelPublished*Importing  

(transient)

Import  
error

Import the  
model again

* Only published model 
can be exported

Create  
a model

Use  
the model

Unpublish

Trained PublishedTraining  
(transient)

Training  
error

Create a  
new version

Train Training 
done

Training 
failed

Publish
Publishing 
(transient)

Unpublishing 
(transient)

Unpublish failed

Draft
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• When a model is created, it is set under draft state until training is 

triggered. If an error occurs during training, user must try again by 

creating a new version of the model. 

• Once the model is under trained state it can’t be used for inference yet, 

it needs to be published. 

• Publish and Unpublish may fail with an error description. In this case the 

model remains at the state preceding the action. It’s possible to retry 

publishing or unpublishing on the same model version.

• A model can have 2 trained versions of a model but only one version 

published at once.

• Importing state applies to models powered by Azure cognitive services: 

Object detection and Form processing. The binaries for these models 

are stored within Azure storages. At import, the configuration of the 

model is synchronously imported but the binaries need to be copied 

asynchronously across Azure storages. 

• There is another special state which is scheduled available only for 

published Prediction models.
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Application lifecycle management
Makers should be able to continuously update and deploy their models 

across single or multiple environments.

Managing new versions of a model often requires going through different 

environments. A typical scenario would be to make model changes in a 

Development environment, qualify in a Test environment, and predict in a 

Production environment.

In the case of AI Builder all the environments need to be provided with a 

Microsoft Dataverse database.

Moving models between environments can be done through the solution 

concept. Solutions are vehicles to move components between Power Platform 

environments. Learn more.

Create or modify 
the model

Development 
environment

UAT environment Production 
environment

Test the model Use the model

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/data-platform/introduction-solutions#:~:text=Solutions%20are%20how%20customizers%20and,apps%20are%20composed%20of%20solutions.
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How to:

• In your source environment, from Power Automate or Power Apps portal, 

go to Solutions menu.

• Create a solution and add your AI Builder model.

• Export the solution as a zip package:

 - As managed if you mainly want to use the components of solution in 

your target environment (ideal if you target a testing or production 

environment). In this case you will be able to easily uninstall the 

solution, but you won’t be able to modify the components in the 

target environment.

 - As unmanaged if you want to fully modify the components of the 

solution in the target environment (ideal if you target another 

development environment). In this case you won’t be able to uninstall 

the solution in the target environment.

• Import the zip package in the target environment.

It is important to note that, when adding a model in a solution, only the 

configuration of the model and its binary (or a reference to it) are included in 

the solution.

What is in the 
model

What is not in 
the model

*Serialized trained model for 
Prediction, Entity extraction custom 
and Category classification custom. 
Reference to the trained model in 
Azure for the Object detection and 
Form processing.

The full configuration 
of  the model

The trained model* 

The training data
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That means models needs to be published before being added in a solution 

and exported in order to be used as-is in the target environment.

Here’s the recommended approach to manage model updates:

All changes on models should be done in a development 
environment. 
This environment should always contain the latest changes of the model 

and/or coupled with a source control tool.

Use a qualifying environment to test models (optional). 
If you can’t use the development or production environments for testing, 

use an intermediate environment. Any changes performed on the model 

in this environment (e.g., change training configuration, model name, 

scheduling, etc.), should be moved back to the development environment.

Deploy models in production environment.
Once results are satisfactory, deploy models in production by importing 

a managed solution with the models. No changes on models should ever 

be performed in production as AI Builder doesn’t support unmanaged 

customizations performed on top of managed solutions.

Environment lifecycle
AI Builder models are fully moved, along with user data, during environment 

backup/restore and environment copy operations.

After restore and copy operations, Form processing and Object detection 

models may be under the Importing state. This is due to the backend copy of 

binary models between Azure storages (same principle as model import).
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Managing capacity

Unlike Azure which is using an on-demand billing strategy, AI Builder offers a 

subscription model. You can purchase add-ons; each one costs $500 and grants 

1 million credits each month to your tenant.

Only certain actions in the product consume credits (preview scenarios never 

consume credits):

AI Builder consumption model

Each AI Builder model has a different credit consumption mechanism. 

You can refer to the AI Builder calculator to perform an assessment.

AI Builder Studio Power Apps Power Automate

Training an  
Object Detection model 

 
Performing a quick test on 
a trained Object Detection 

and From Processing model 
 

Using the try out of models 
with custom documents 
(appearing in the “Get 

straight to productivity” 
section) 

 
Batch runs of the Prediction 

and trainable Category 
Classification models for 

each row “to be predicted”

Clicking on 
 

“Scan a business card” with 
the Business Card reader 

 
“Analyze” with the Form 

processor 
 

“Detect” with the Object 
detector 

 
“+ New image” with the  

Text recognizer 

Running a flow using 
any of the actions inside 
the “AI Builder” category 

 
Running the generic 

action “Perform a bound 
action” of Dataverse on 
the entity “AI Models” 

and action name 
“Predict”

https://powerapps.microsoft.com/ai-builder-calculator/
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Allocating credits
By default, the credits are unallocated and available as a pool on the tenant. 

They must be allocated to an environment, otherwise users will not be able to 

consume credits.

Administrators will assess which environments must consume AI Builder credits. 

Using the calculator, they will define how many predictions will happen in a 

monthly period on each one and so the credits to allocate.

This is the way for the administrators to stay in control of “where” AI 

is used in their organization and with the role assignments described 

earlier of “who” is using it.

Example:
• On the environment “dev1”, 100 documents of one page each will be processed with Form 

Processing before pushing to production while 3,000 will be processed on “prod1” each month. 

• On the environment “dev2”, 500 texts will be analyzed with Sentiment Analysis before pushing to 

production while 50,000 will be processed on “prod2” each month.

• Using the calculator, the administrator assessed that 2 addons are required for Form Processing 

and 2 for Sentiment Analysis.

• The administrator will allocate the 4 purchased add-ons (4,000,000 credits) this way:

Environment To be processed % of total Credits required 

Dev1

Prod1

Dev2

Prod2

100 docs

3,000 docs

500 texts

50,000 texts

3%

97%

1%

99%

60,000

1,940,000

20,000

1,980,000
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The allocation of credits can be performed in the Power Platform admin center:

• Click on Resources > Capacity on the left menu.

• On the Add-ons tab, find the environment name and click on the edit pen.

• Enter a number on the “AI Builder credits” box and save.

Note: 
When credits are allocated on environment, these settings are effective 

immediately and apply for the current month. 

There is no need to perform the allocation again at the beginning of each 

month. Previous settings are saved and automatically reapplied.

Monitoring usage
The administrator also has access to a consumption report that provide the AI 

credits consumption on a chosen period per environment by

This will allow you to fine tune the credits allocation which can be updated any time.

• Clicking on Resources > Capacity on the left menu.

• Clicking on “Download reports” in the Add-ons section.

• Selecting the period and submitting.

Additional information can be found here:
https://docs.microsoft.com/ai-builder/administer-consumption-report/ 
https://docs.microsoft.com/ai-builder/administer-licensing/ 
https://docs.microsoft.com/learn/modules/get-started-with-ai-builder-licensing/ 

https://admin.powerplatform.microsoft.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/ai-builder/administer-consumption-report/
https://docs.microsoft.com/ai-builder/administer-licensing/
https://docs.microsoft.com/learn/modules/get-started-with-ai-builder-licensing/

